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There are several ways through which people can entertain themselves. Itâ€™s the world of
entertainment; those days were gone when children used to play in the mud, in bright sunlight, rain
for entertainment. If not then they started watching the idiot box, popularly known as a television set.
Soon the scientists and engineers realized and they invented the video game. Itâ€™s a virtual world in
where children always think of being. Video games are just like revolution in the entertainment level
of kids, teenagers as well as adults. Everyone gets fond of it, the creativity, graphics; sounds being
used in todayâ€™s games are so much interesting that no one can get escapes from it. There are
several games available in the market, and the market share of these games is increasing day by
day in the entertainment sector.

Itâ€™s time to know about something about the most common and popular games around the world. At
first we talk about Brink, it is a first-person shooter video game developed by splash damage for
Microsoft windows, play station 3 and Xbox 360. It was first released in May 2011, in North America
and then it spread all around the world. The other game that broke the records of its sales and in
popularity is Alliance of Valiant Arms popularly known as AVA. AVA is a modern FPS game like
many others apart from the fact that the game has included top-notch graphics along with an in-
depth story and varied game play. AVA is based on an untrue war between the European Union and
the Neo-Russian Federation.

If you are a gamer then it is not possible that you havenâ€™t heard about the APB: All Points Bulletin. It
is a multiplayer online video game for Microsoft windows based in urban sprawls and featuring two
factions, Enforces and the Criminals. Players can join either the Enforces of the Criminals, and form
sub-groups in either faction. It was released on June 2010 in North America and Europe.

As the game gets popularity its cheat codes also get more popular than it among the gamers. Doing
a search on Google for brink cheats, Ava hacks or APB reloaded hacks you will get millions of
results full of online tools that help players cheat in online games. The popularity of these tools
caused an increase of gamers in the world. While there is nothing that says in the rule book of these
games that you can't use the cheat codes to win and put your name on the top of the scoreboard.
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Girl Gamer - About Author:
This article is written by GirlGamer, she is also associated with iLikeCheats.com. iLikeCheats.com is
a networked site with over 500,000 combined members in their network. This is their new cheat site
with better graphics, support, forums and more. iLikeCheats.com want to offer the best cheats,
technology for their current VIP members and new upcoming cheaters. Keep checking back,
everyone can purchase VIP and start using the cheats here in the forum. Keep checking the main
page for changes, new game cheats like a COD black ops hacks, a brink cheats, battlefield bad
company 2 cheats, Medal of Honor cheats, battlefield play4free cheats, counter strike cheats, quake
live hacks, crossfire hacks and more.
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